About IPOS International
IPOS International is a wholly owned subsidiary of the Intellectual
Property Office of Singapore (IPOS), housing over 100 IP experts
in areas such as IP strategy and management, patent search and
analysis, and IP education and training. We work closely with public
and private enterprises across the world to support them through
their innovation journey.
As the expertise and enterprise engagement arm of IPOS, our focus is
on helping enterprises and industries use IP and intangible assets for
business growth. Through our expertise, partnerships, and networks
in the innovation ecosystem worldwide, we bridge possibilities for
intangible asset-rich enterprises and industries seeking to grow.

Let’s build that bridge.
www.iposinternational.com
enquiry@iposinternational.com
+65 6330 8660

Find us on

Bridging Possibilities

How do you
build a bridge
with invisible
bricks?

Holistic solutions tailored to your business needs.
At IPOS International, we believe that the true value of your intangible assets (IA) lies in your ability to leverage them. We see intellectual property (IP) and
IA as bricks to building a solid foundation that will empower you to pave over obstacles, support your business strategies, and connect you to a multitude of opportunities.
Wherever you are on your business journey, we’ll pave the way for your IP and IA to take you further.

Get actionable insights.
Discover practical tips to protect and
leverage your IP and IA via our wealth of
resources online. From business guides to
patent analytics reports, our insights will help
you identify and unlock the potential of your
most valuable assets.

Accelerate business growth.
Develop a strong competitive edge to fuel
growth and expansion opportunities through
an IA strategy aligned with business goals.
Take stock of your IP and map out your IA
portfolio by identifying and strategically
managing your key drivers of business value.
Our IP Strategists will partner you to create
a framework that best maximises the value
of your assets through commercialisation,
licensing and more.

Sharpen your perspectives.
Draw on our patent search and analysis
capabilities to discover business
opportunities, technology white spaces,
competitive intelligence, and industry
trends. Our multi-cultural and multi-lingual
capabilities will also help you harness data
and insights across Western and Asian
contexts. We turn big data into actionable
insights that bolster R&D and business
decisions.

Build your capabilities.
Develop critical IP and IA management
capabilities within your business through our
various executive courses. Our Specialist
Certificate in Intangible Asset Management
will fortify these competencies. Let your
people take your business to the next
level with the Master of IP and Innovation
Management programme.

Tap on our networks.

Chart new directions.

Access our diverse partner networks across
local and global innovation ecosystems to
reach a wider audience, markets and range
of solutions to accelerate your growth.

Venture abroad with your business through
holistic, customised IA strategies and
frameworks designed to make an impact in
global markets. Move the needle with our IP
Strategists who are tuned in to worldwide
industry trends and technology landscapes.

Let’s build that bridge.

